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A.

lntroduction

,
1987 was a most disappointing year for Africa.
Contrary to our
"expectations o;';':erall ec~~omicperformance was 'very poor.
Ins:pite
of the. rest:qJcturing'~rocess and wide~raI)ging' reforms 'thilt .have been
L initiatedandp4fsued
Ln most ,of our member $tates and" the Untiring
'. effortsat'poiicy~djustments, ,t;he region's economy has noi:',J~igHiflcant1y
)"improved iii"1987, :.. . due to, the .unabating negative influence 'of'le'xogenous
. ';f'lil:tors

and" °co~s£ra'intson African

economic . performance. ': "w'i th

the

contiIluii\g ~lugiiish ~~rformance in overall output and the 'high levels
.' '- , : ' > , ': ".-::'." , '
,
"
~',
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obunemployment.and.population growth, there' were hardly any' improvements
to be e:kpectedintl1e incomes of the majority of the Afrlca'n population.
Indeed, output Per head f~llfurther in 1987, decreasing 'by a~but 1. 5
per· cent; following the an~~a1 average decline of about 3.4 per cent
-t.hat; has taken place since 1980.
This reductioniri income, coupled
with the decline in the availability of essential goods and services
in. most of our. countries, has meant that overall living suandards have
continued to deteriorate.
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Durifig' 1987, the African countries and governments demonstrated,
;,more than ev~rbefore, their continued commitment to AI>PER and UN~PAAERD,
,a~d . ,'the it "'~eterinination to pursue vigorously and relentlessly most
of"the: :t'equir~d policy measures and actions .' Unfo r t uriat.e Iy , the response
of the' international community was grossly inadequate, leaving one
to "wonder' 'what has become of the many expressions of Int.ernat Ional
solidarity on which the UN"'I'AAERD was predicated.
Two years have now
'pa~sed since. tl:le 'adoption of APPERand yet the rays of hope for an
imminentecbnomic turnaround are far from being discernible.
i U0':'
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Notwithstanding the overall poor economic performance in the region
in 1'987, however, some countr t as have, decidedly done very well, a further
confirmation of' my observation last year t.hat; ,the African economy has
changed . {or t.he better· at least in one important respect , from one
0:£ uniform ·disaster to one rtbat; is ,,~ncreasingly and distinctly marginally
better, .at; least for some countries.
However, unlike last year when

:..: 2 as many as thirty countries achieved an overall growth rate in output
of over 3 per cent and thirteen of these had overall growth rates of
5 per cent and above, a smaller number of countries - 23 in all .:«
achieved positive growth rates of 3 per cent and above in 1987. Other
positive developments includetbemild recovery in' overall commodity
price.~, with the commodity;price index for the region rising by about
19. Per: cent in contrast to· the >fa11 of about 44 per cent in 1986,
a l though csuch-vpr fces , "on average, represented no more thin 57 p~r cent
of. their 1980 levels. The firming up of oil prices acchUnted, h()\4e~E!r,
for moat of the gain incommodity prices, and va l rhough i t hasbe~n
some source of relief to the hard-hitotl economies of' ther-egion,
the. real gains in doI l ar terms hasrbeen heavily cooipromised arid; erod",d
by the dollar slide against other leading international currencies.
Indeed, the over supply of oil coupled with 'the quota restrictions
of OPEC has negatively. affected the volume of production of major oil
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pro~ucersinAfrica.

On the • negative side, there has been a' rapid and unexpected
deterioration in overall food production on the continent in 1987.
For instance, cereal production is estimated to have fallen by about
ten per cent, leading to forecasts of increased food aid requirements
for 1987/88.
Indeed, but for accumulated stocks, and tubers and' root
crops which, because of their greater resistance to weather variations,
are usually available in many countries asa bulwark in times of cereal
harvest failures, the aggregate' food position on the continent' would
have been·· significantly worse ·in 1987.
Thi's is in sharp' contras,t. to
the situation in 1986 when, for a handful of countries, the real problem
was how to dispoae of exceptional food surpluses internally.
This
year, a disturbing aspect of the foodsituadonin some parts of 'the
region is the potential lack of supply even from countries that normally
provide a surplus.. As it is ,drought has teturhed once again in f'u II
for ce in a number of African countries, espec t a [Ly in Eastern and
Soucharn Africa, emphasizing the extreme VUlnerability of the region
to the scourge of climatic failures -'a situation made worse by the
fact that some oLthe.affected countries areaTSo s t r Iken by civil

strife, and have thus had their agriculture labour under the yoke..of
• a double paralysis. In addition, the cumulative external debt of Africa
was on the increase in 1987, with a growing number of countries eithe~
outrightly unable to service their debts or maintain any tolerable.
level of imports without recourse to the IMF, the World Bank or
accumulation in payment of arrears.
By now, t.he generali ty of African
governments and the creditor banks also, I believe~ have become extremely
fatigued with the complex and seemingly endless process of renewed
debt
nlscheduling
negotiations.
So
serious
is .the
debt, .and
debt:-servid.ng problem in Africa, particularly in the face ofdwiIldli.pg
export earnings and stagnant ODA, that African Heads of State and
Government
held
an
extraordinary
Summit
meeting
of' OAU
in
November/December 1987 on Africa's external indebtedness.
In the face of the unbearable debt burden and the de~li~e in creditworthiness that the count.ries of the. region have had to face in 198?
the level of capital inflow remained depressed for most of the year
wi th 1 i ttle promises of improvement even in the near fut.urn , in view
of the likely i.mpact of the recent stock market crash in decreasing
the lending capacity of the international market . . In. addition. there
can' be little doubt that the current crisis in~he w~rld' s currency
and stockmarkets has added further uncertainty to Africa' s immediate
economic prospects.
B.

Economic Performance in 1987
1.

Overall Performance

Available information indicate that the region' s output~few only
by 1.5' per cent in 1987,l<[hich. compared to 19~6.' represents ,a modest
improvement but: decidedly falls short of our fo~~~astf3 and exp~ctll~ions
which were fat f rom being over-optimistic. . With the, concret~, steps
towards economic refQ~ms and adjustment in many of our countries in.
1987 and the sUbstan~iili improvements in weather conditions in 1986.
it had been hoped that the improved agricultural performan~e will

- 4 and that a growth rat~ of at least 2 per cent in overall output
would be achiev~d. It has now turn~d out ,that we might have been rather
sanguine about prospects for the year.
Both the improvements in the
oil market and a 'mini-boom' 'in, the prices, of some export commodities
like copper contributed ItO some favourable changes in the terms of
trade. But this was more than off-set by the poor p~rformance of oth~r
major commodities.
Most importantly, agriculture, the number on~
priori ty sect.or , did not per-form too well.
Certainly, the marginal
Improvement; in overall output from t.he 1.2 per cent; in 1986 is not
wht:it i 1'1111 t ake t.he African economy up t.he hip of economic stagnation
into th~ r~covery slope;
continu~

The declining trend in aggregate consumption continued, in 19'87,
with private and public spending both sharing in the decline. Aggregate
investlllent also declined, with the huge budgetary and external deficits
bringing, down the rate of capital formation to negative levels.
This global picture does. not necessarily, of course, capture or
reveal the divergence or variability in performance among countries
and between the subregions in a cont Inent; as vast or diverse as ours.
Despite the deterioration or slow growth in aggregate output in the
vast and overwhelming majority of countries, growth is expected to
reach or exceed 5 per cent in a few numb~r of countries such as Botswana,
Egypt, Kenya, Mauritius, Niger, Rwanda, Sudan and Uganda.
Among the
oil producers, countries such as the Congo, Cameroon and Gabon, because
of the lag in their fiscal systems, have had to endure during the year
the full contractionary impact of the 1986 lower oil prices, while
for others, especially the larger on~s such as Nigeria, the improvements
in . government fiscal operations in 1987 have been far from sufficient.
to push up growth or enhance i t beyond ,the levels attained in 1986.
The remaining non-oil prcducing cou!Jtfies have genena lLy stagnated
or declined in 1987. At rbe sub-regional level, aggregate growth-rate
was highest in North Africa,

at about 2,.5 per cent"

followed by East

Africa with 2.2 per cent, but overal I p~tPUt declines of 1.5 and 1.2
per cent respectively were r~corded in Wes,tern and Central Africa.
,
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2.

Sectoral trends

In spite of positive mea sures taken, by many African countr Ies
in t:he. food' and agr t cu.l cura I sector. the sect.or did not ,unfortunately,
grdw'by m!lre than 1. 0 per cent in 1987, compared to the growth rates
of 3 per ~ent achieved in 1986 and 2.5 per cent in 1985. The unwelcome
result, for some parts of t.he
cont.Lnent;, is renewed deterioration in
,-,
the food supply situation and a rise in food deficits and food-aid
dependence.
Both total and per capita food production were on the
decline in 1987.
)

' : '

~-

From information' available at theECA
Secretariat, the overall
,'"
harvest in the West Africa subregion 'is down from. that: of 1986 while
l::ere~ls . production 'prospects have.ibeen mfxed.vfo.r the,Sphelian countries.
The u~:llally prolonged rains have berief.I tted late ,plll~~t;ing of crops
in se"e~IAl countrie~ along the Gulf of Guinea, but ",the same rains
s,NerE;lY"'h~tii~e1:ed' harves.ting operati0I!t;· andv.deLayedy-Land preparation
. '. i ' · .' ": h: ,.' :.... ,...
., .. "
..
•
.
• '"
•
'. _ .
•
for 'tb'esecond maa z e crops an countr i.ea such as Ben,l;n" Cote d' Lvo Lr e ,
1'dgoand ,i:Nigeria wh~re cereal crop~: were already, ,adVI'l;t1s,ely affected
earlier in the year by late and below-normal rains. Whereas the overall
crop prospects have been favourable ip, such Sahe.l Lan- .ccurit r l es as
Mauritania,' Cape Verde, the
Gambia,<;uiTl!"a Bf.s
s au ..and, ,!)enegaJ::, harves t
, . '.
.
pf<~spectshave, in contrast, been unfavourable in Niger, Mal;:i:",,~urkina
:Fclso arid 'chad due mainly' to late, inadequate and poorly distributed
rains . '''IN'the Central Africa subregion, harvests have been . generally
satisfactory except in the Central African Repub l Lctwhereas ,hiU'ivests
are expec't.ed to be poor in S~uthern Africa, due to prolonged dry s-pells,
, with. alfu.oli;i . complete crop failures reported in some. areas off.falawi,
. : 'Z8rnbfl'l,' B'6tSwan8 and Zimbabwe.
The picture in North Africa is also
mixed, with 'Egypt and Alge~ia red~rdi~~' increased output of cereals
while Morocco
has suffered a sharp decline
in cereals prQliuction, mainly
.
,'-'.
'due to' had "spring rains .
The.u:nfavovral?le weather has; al,.so'adv~rsely
a:ffe-c:ted millet" cui tivation in the 'Il<>t:thern part of Suda.ll.; . In East:ern
Africa, goo~'grain
harvests
are r'e;dorded. or expected in",;l'anzania and
I.
.-,
Kenya' but there is serious concern
.about; Ethiopia where"
despite
.rr.. :
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widespread rainfall in August,the overall harvest is expected to be
well below average and severe crop failures are now almost certain
.to take place in several areas, particularly in the North.
Inadequate

.

and irregular rains have also been a
and Uganda.

problem in some. parts .: of SUd,;iD

"~

", r:

Added . to the overall detel/.oration in food and, agr~.c;ultural
production in 1987 as a result of adverse weather conditions .i,s the
pressure that continued 'lobe iIriposed by r~fugees and civ~ls,trife.
For this r eason , the food' suppl y sit~ation has remained precarious
in countries such as Angola, Mozambique, Sudan, and Ethiopia, all of
which continue to face famine and therefore require, in varying degrees,
increased food aid.
Indeed, the food-aid requirements of Mozambique
were of emergency proportions arid necessitated the c()n'(en~ng of a special
donor Conference On 24 March 1987 by the Sec,retary-:-General
of t.he
UN.
,:\:.1, _,:'
.... :
'.. .
',.,
.:
The Government of Angola declared a state of emergency on, .accounr of
•

,

,.....

1,

"

the gravity of t.he fobd!situatio'n while in Ethiopi~~?~d-aid ~~qui;r:ements
are riow estimated to be subs t.ant.La l Iy higher
than those
of 19&4185,
:'
..
-at; thel)eight of the Great African Drought Disaster.
.
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Manufacturing growth continued to be constrained in 1987 by lack
of the foreign exchange required to importTIecessary factor: inputs.
Capacity Utilization, whiCh improved significantly with the. 1986 recovery
in the agricultural sector and the substantial increase in the
availability of agriCUltural raw mater La I's to r- the. agro-industries,
did not record signiHcan1tstrides in 1987. Ferhaps the most positive
development during the year is t.he', industrial r csrruct.ur tng that has
•

1

"

been taking place in many countries with,elIlrhasis on
enterprises asweil as onttie role of the private sector.

small-;scale

Developments in the' mining sector' as a~h()le have qee,n greatly
influenced in 1987,' as was in .previous years, by the developments in

the world 'marker for mfner al produces ~nd by t~e structural 1imi~~tions
of ·the non-tfue l sub-sector .Large1yb~causeo~ the adherence of· the
OPEC group to its quota
,(:

, ; , .., :'

agreem~nt .~~~

parttybebaus'f, ()f

~he

reductIon

,.. 7 +n carry-over stocks in ,.the,~ndustrial.countries of the West, oil prices
. have,fi,:med up and have~ore or less remained stable at around OPEC's
refere~~'~ price of $18 a" harrel. Total oil production in the region,

howe;~~~

dropped bya1>0u~ 5 per cent, in 1987 to around 230 million
tons. "', This ,was a reflecfidn of the fall in' the production of the four
Af:i.~an OPEC ~embers by' 9.7 per ce~t to about, 150 mf Ll Ion tons .as nonOPEC members have continued to raise their share to about 35 per cent
of total regional oil production.
I~

addition to oil, the prices of almost all major non-fuel mineral
products have posted some noticeable increases although, wit~ the
exception of manganese and iron ore, all have r emaf.ned below threequarters of their 1980 levels.
For instance ,metal prices increased
ah~Jt 12.6 per cent in 1987 although they are only still some 74
per ~entof their 1980 levels.
The prices of minera~!!s,uch as silver
and tin have remained barely above one-third of their, 1980, levels even
"fitltfheir dsing by about
per cent in 1987. The~nlY majorAfrican
minerals which showed considerable p,omise are copper, gold and diamonds,
-~h6se prices rose' by , 13.7 per cent, 18.2 per ~ent,and 15 per cent

by

1.2

respectively in 1987.
However, because of production difficulties,
regional copper output fell by about 3 per cent, depriving, in
particular, such leading African copper exporter!! like Zaire and Zambia
of the full advantage and benefits of the bullish market situation~
In Zambia, for instance, scarcity of foreign exchange has greatly
impair(;ld imports of equipment and other vital production inputs necessary
for increased output.
However, the boom in copper price +sbelieved
he only t cmporar y as the mfnara I is forecast by .D19stexperts, to
move into an over-supply situation in 1988 when prices are, eJrP,ected
tofaH 'aha'rpl y by up to 20 per cent of their 1987 Leve Ls,
Gold is
perhaps the only major mineral commodity produced by the region in
a great number of countrie,s, .albeit in small quantities, which seems
,to be holding firm in the international market, due in part to the
current uncertainty engulfing the world inoney and stock markets.
In
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fact, even before this develop~ent, a number of countries in the region
had opened up new mines and exploratory results have been gellerally
'~nc()uraging for mining low-cost gold in many of them.
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Year-to-year price and demand fluctuations aside, the long-standing
structural limitations of the non-fuel sub-sector are becoming an
increasing source of concern as Sources of new investable funds have
started to dry-up and rehabilitation efforts handicapped by lack of
domestic expertise and poor infrastructUre, .... These difficulties make
the adjustment process iIi the mineral-dependent countries of Africa
even utore difficult and painful. .
3,

The external sector

Trade flows do not appear to have changed much. in 19137. Despite
the rise inoU and metal prices, the countervailing effects of lower
outputs and the tumble of coffee, cocoa and tea prices were such that
aggfegate value of expcr t s fell in 1987 and are e"jtimated provisionally
at only US$45 billion, which is less than .1986 export values by 5.1
percent, and by as much as 29.7 per cent less than the 1985 expor t;
values.
Among oil producers, only Angola and Egypt have managed to
substantially raise their production levels.
Even with the decrease
in oil pr~dticdon, however, the oil revenues of African OPEC members
rOSE! by about 16.2 per cent in 1987 while those of the non-OPEC members
increased by about 35 per cent.
With aggregate African export values down in 1987 and imports
rema1n1ng virtually unchanged, at US$53.2 billion, the balance of
merchandise trade ended in deficit.
The pressure would have, in fact,
been greater but for . the adoption of import restrict.ion. policies in
virtually all African countries.
It is too early to judge or to be
certain about the overall effects of tile observed trends on the balance
of payments but available information suggests that the current account
deficit has widened rather than improved in 1987 .
. Africa's debt and debt-servicing obligations also continued to
grow in 1987, marking outtlle debt crisis as the single most cr.itical
factor of the region's prevailing .social and economic crisis.
The
huge total debt of the region now stands at more than US$200 billion
with its debt-servicing obligations of about $25 billion per. annum;
.....

"

,.,'

..'

;'"
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- 9 The debt burden continues to exercise a tremendously negative impact
on the availability of resources for economic development on the
continent.
Despi t e some noticeable recovery in the market prices for
a few comrnoditiesof interest to the African countries, the substantial
decline in the demand for primary commodities in the traditional'markets
of

the

developed

countries

continued

to

be

a

devastating

factor·

aggravating the debt crisis as are the significant decreases in Official
Development Assistance (ODA) in real terms and the decline in the net
flows of direct foreign investment.

c.

Prospects for 1988

The economic signposts for the coming year appear quite uncertain
and confusing, to say the least. Apart from the precarious and perilous
nature of any forecasting exercise in a situation of so few and scattered
data,

there

are

at

present

so many unknowns

and so much uncertainty

in the world',economy .
Hence, for the first time in many yt!ars, we
have decided to work out, at ECA this year, three instead of two
scenarios as has customarily been the practice.
The prospects for the African economy
several factors,the most decisive four being:
the weather situation,
rains
1987;

that

have

in

1988 would

depend' on

especially after the not too favourable

adversely

affected

pursuit by ·the African governments
sound economic management;

Africa's

of

agriculturi2

domestic

reforms

in

and

developments in the international environJrientat large;
response

of

the

international

community

which they entered into under the UN~PAAERD.

to

the

commitments

- 10 Based on the presumption that strong agricultural growth,

stable

oil prices and a modest rise in non-oil African export prices are likely
to prevail in 1988, t<fe expect the growth rate of overall production
would. be between 3 and 4 per cent.
this

scenario are that

the

The other assumptions underlying .

international

community will

respond more

pos t t Ivel y to Africa' s recovery and development needs in 1988 and that
the international environment will not further be disrupted even if
there were to be no s Ign i fIcant; or major improvements in 1988. While
it must be admitted that all available signs do not necessarily point
in the direction that the economic prospects for 1988 will be
significantly better than for 1987, there are some favourable features
in the horizon.

Already,

there are

indications that the weather may

be more ,favourable to agriculture in 1988, judging from the reported
advent; of rains in Eastern and Southern Afr.ica in the latter part of
1987, . arid the prospects of good rainy seasons that have been forecas.t
for t.he. other parts of the region in 1988.
A number. of important
initiative!> have been taking place in various platforms and fora such'
as the Paris Club, the Venice Summit and the Development .Committee
of the World Bank and the IMF, all .of which lead us to. believe, if
they were to be intensified as indeed they should be, that the commitment
of

the

international

breakthrough in
that far away.

community

is

basically still alive,

and

that

a

genuine development assistancetQ Africa may' not be
We have also reasons to be hopeful that the current

rallies In the world equity markets will turn into a sustained recovery,
that the current efforts of the major industrialized countries aimed
at better co-errd Inat.Lon of economic policies and at stabilizing the
world economy will bear fruit and thereby avert a major recession,
and, that, follOWing t.he recent extraordinary Assembly of the' Heads
of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity on 'Africa's
indebtedness, and the many valuable proposals that have emanated from
that

Summit,

the

p.roblems

of .African debt

and

debti-iaervdc Ing

burden

will be considerably ameliorated in 1988.
If,

however,

for one. reason .or the other,

were to continue to be unfavourable

the. weather condI t ions

in 1988 and/or

were unduly optimistic or wide off the mark

it

turned out we

in respect of the other

- 11 underlying assumptions, say the world economy or the response of the
international community, or both, then the growth. rate of the African
economy could be very much less than stipulated above under our first
scenario.
That tfOuld indeed most likely be the case if, in addition,
the on-go tng . collapse of the dollar. and the October crash in world
equity markets were. to induce a fall in investment in the majq~
industrial countries which would, in turn, bring about even lower
resource transfers to Africa and further reductions in .the demand for
African exports, or if the efforts to find equitable and comprehensively
sound solutions to Africa's debt situation .were to, end up in failure.
Under this second scenario which, no doubt, is a pessimistic one, the
rate o.fgro~qth of GnP could turn out to be as low as, i f not lower
than, the 1987 actual level of about 1. 5 per ce!:lt inspi t e . of the
continuation of the policy reforms and adjustment measures already
taken by most African countries.
In between the two scenarios outlined above, there is a third
possible, middle-of-the-road scenario which We have formulated on the
basis of only two of the most critical and decisive factors in the
Af r Lcan economic performance in 1988, namely, good weather conditions
and continued pursuit of sound policy reforms and adjustment measure"
in African countries.
On the basis of this sccnario,which obviously
is, n~~tbe~, as optim:Lst:i,c nC'!" 8f.C pe~simis1:i(:'; 8.S our tli'!oqtberscenarios g
the overall growth rate in output in 1988 could most probably reach
2.5 per cent.
The point to emphasize about this .scenar.Io is that it
indicate.s the likely fall-back position of African economic performance
in 1988, in the event of all the decisive factors related to the
internationa.l. economic environment proving negative, and growth prospects
having t.o depend ent.Lr.e Iy on Africa's own domestic efforts and. favourable
weather. conditions.
D.

The challenge in 1988

In my end-of'-year statement around this time last year, I noted
that, given the dismal economic performance of the African region .as .
a whole, nothing short of a vigorous implementation of the Recovery

- 12 Programme would provide the hope and the means f'or' recovery and the
resumption of strong growth.
I also stressed that for this to take
place both Africa· and its . development partners will have to· live up
to the commitments they made within that Programme.
In particular ,.
the African governments were to improve resource and macro-economic
management, adhere to the specified priorities, enhance their domestic
resourceiDobilization and adopt appropriate policy reforms.
The donor
community were to adequatelY support and Sl.lppI ement those efforts.
Some of the policy actions that I outlined and urged on the African
governments include the intensification of efforts at domestic resource
mobilization;
structural
transformation·· of
agriculture,
and,
in
particular, the realization of the investment target in agriculture
of 20-25 per cent of total . pubTicinVestment as agreed to in APPER;
continued efforts aimed at rationalizing public investment policies
and improvements in the management of the economy; better management
of the foreign debt and external assistance in general, and the
strengthening ·of measures aimed ·at restraining debt accumulation;
consolidation of African co-oper-at i onj and the initiative of earnest
discussions arid negotiations with development· pattnersat the highest
possible level with a view···· to giving concreteness and precision to
the various commitments entered into in UN-PAAERD.
As for the
international community, I Ldlled on them to maLch their expressed
concerns
about Africa's
economic
recovery with
concrete deeds,
particularly by: giving support on a sustained and Sustainable basis
to Africa' s policy reforms measures; improving the quality and modality
of external assistance and co-'operation; instituting debt relief measures
in favour of Africa; and improving t he external environment" through
policy measures such as elimination of protectionism, creation of
improved market access, and encouragement of African diversification
programmes.
Nineteen months have now elapsed since the adoption by consensus
of

the

Action

Programme

on

1

'June

1986,

and

this

is

perhaps

a

sufficiently long enough time to monitor actions and assess the outcome
of the joint efforts.· A major success has been the resolve of the
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Africans, themselves to put their house in order , recognizing that the
primuy responsibility for. the' development of ',their region rests' first
and foremost with them.
Thill' has amplybeell reflected in the actions
taken at various national Level s .J,>ythe AfricangovernlDents.
While
African governments have showed th~ eX,tl;!nttowhich they are willing
to go in order to get, out of the economfc .cr f s fs and in'meetiIlg the
conditions that have been repeatedly emphasizedby.the major' donors,
it is regrettable that the efforts of the international community have
not been up to.expectations. Available statistics indicate that resource
flows to Africa. have declined further in red terms in 1987, and have
been grossly inadequate to. c0II!P~nsate for the fdl in exporteartliIlgs.
This <lisappointing . development in 1987, in terms of the response of
thed~nor community, .was reported by the $ecretary,.General of the" UN
inh'is first ~rogress report to the 42nd Session of the General Assembly
to assess the implementation of the UN-PAAERD; namely, that the African
countries have ,d,Qne their utmost and have admirably honoured their
cqmmit:lllent, so far, but" that further deterioration in the external
economic environment and' the lack of adequate support fr()~ the
int:ernatiomil
community have put; the chances for the succes·s'ful.
i :,,_
implementation ,oft:;he PrograIlllDe at; serious risk. Somerelfef' measures
have, of. course, been offered by some bilate:i:a.lcreditors, sUCh" as
rescheduling of official debts, but these have .gl;!oerally beenfarfroDl
adequat;e iIi solving the African debt problem.
X.should liketooote
in this connection that the debt problem did £eature' frequently on
the ag~nda . •. of .. the major ind~!luial countries in 19.87, and that some
countries. have already blazedt~e tra.ilJ,>y writing oU'eitherpartially
or fully the official debts o.~ t:~fi;lir development partners
But, unless
and until the debt problems of Africa, ~readd:i:es~edinacpmpreheri.~lTe
manner and . linked with the <;:~~odities. probl em and the 'flowof.ODA
resources, the expectations creatl;!d by the'ad~ptionof the UN-I'AAW:
on June 1, ~986 will not be realised.
<

"

,'",' .. '

-.',

Viewed against the above .bac~grou.ndand of the threealternatHre'
scenarios that I havealre;:tdy outlined in respect .of the prospects
'for 1988, I can forsee no major .change or changea-dn the main eletDents
that should go into the package of measures for implementatiOri in 1988
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the, international community.
That' the incoming year will be as
challenging, i f not in fact more challenging than the outgoing one,
should be obvfousvenough ,
One of my tasks at this time of the year
therefore is to Dlskea renewed caHand appE!'al to
various governments
and" to,the international community at large to' act in earnest and brace
up for the challenge 'of 1988 by implementing the UN-PAAERD more
v;igoro\lslythanbefore.
This is important in view of the fact that
1988 bthe mid~term of the five':'year Progranune, and the UN General
A!lsemblyis required to undertake a mid-term rE:iview and appraisal of
its, implementation at its forty-third session in 1988.
There can be
no doubt therefore that what happens in 1988 is going td«det.erIlline
whether, the Programme, per seisworth pursuing any further or isa1ready
a wr;ite,,..off.

our

Talking'" about the challenge <of 1988, it is important to point
out.r at; tbisstage that' a lot would indeed depend on the internation~l'
community, muchlmorethan'before, arid especially on 'hriw "they respond
to the Black Monday.
Tl:iewo'tld'economy, has beert sri badly ha~dlecli~
thepl;lst.that . some fresh' initiatives andilidi<:ally n~w approaches;:ill'
be, re~\lired ," in managing i t in 1988 and "beyond i f the '~~i,stin~
maltuncti,6ning
in
the
system
is
not
to
become
endemic
and,
self-destructive for everybody:
That it is the devel~ping c~untries,
however, especially those 'of Africa, that ,stand to lose most froll1 a
debacle intheinternationaleconoulic sysd:Jl.Jl, t.here can be lfttledriubt;
judging fr()m the,huge losses that thecutrentslideint;he dollar has
already>meant totheDl,severall'jand individually, in terms of declining
purchasing ,power andfurther"wors'ening of the teruik of' tr~de. There
is -a saying that "when t'wo'elephants'ffght, it is the grass thilt
sufferlJ".
Therefore, i f only to obviate further trampling of the
"African grass", there is a lot more that the "elephants" of the
international community, in effect the. OECDcountries, ." mu~t" do in the
coming" Year 'to secure international financial stabil~ty and the ",orld
economy at. large by way ,"of better management of the exchange r~;t;es,
lower intere$t" rates ,and less protectionism and lasting sofut fons In
the' commodities area, etc, ' - a l l of which are of profound interest
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and concern to the African, countries. . Indeed, unless the tricky issues
of favourable external environment are squarely addressed and .reso.Ived ,
there would be. no significant improvements . in the Afri<:!/lD economy,
no matter the quantum of development aid that may be made available
to Africa.
At the level of the ECA we are definitely not go Lng to relent
in the coming y~ar on efforts aimed at helping our member countries
to consolidate their economic recovery and usher in· 'renewed growth.
1988' marks the annfver s ary of .our30 years in the service of Africa,
and among the many activities. planned in celebration of that event
are several special studies and reports, one of which aims at providing
revised perspectives for African development beyond recovery, 19082008. In continued demonstration of our preoccupation with and practical
interest
in Africa's
deve Iopment ,
and
as
a
f6110w".up ,., on
the
implementation of the AfPER and UN-PAAERD, we are, in addition, in
conjunction with other agencies of rhe United Nations. system,. organizing
in March 1988, in Khar t.oum, an I:nternationalconference on the .Human
Dimension of Afric,a' s EcoI)omic Recovery and Development, the main . aim
ofwhi.::h is to sensitize governments and the international community
to the need to institute measures to protect the welfare of . the peopl'e
and ensure the effective development and utilization of human resources.
Human reso\lrces development, you will reca l l, .Ls one of the four priority
areas of development singled out in APPER· and UN-PAAERD.
The
International Conference, which will> be hosted by the Government of
the Republ Lc of. the Sudan, will reassess the central role of human
resourc~£l in the developmE!nt process, assess the impact of the economic
crises. and vtbe resul t.ant; sFrW:tural adjustment and policy' reformmaasures
on human Welfare and human resources development, and propose practical
measures for implementation at the sec;:toral,national, sub-regional,
r egdoneI and international levels through which the s t.renguherring and
further development of human capabilities, and the enhancement; ,of\hllman
well-being are made integral parts of national strategies, .pl ans and
programmes of recovery and development.
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an earlier one orgaIiized jointly in June 1987 by the ECA and the Federal
Republic of Nigeria and in collaboration with the Organization of African
Unity and the African Deveiopment Bank, on Africa: The Chall~nge of
Economic Recovery and Accelerated Development, as a major follow-up
action at the regional level to the Special Session of the United Nations
General Assembly.
The Abuja Statement which emanated f rom that
i~ternational confer-ence has since become not only thellubject: of debate,
discussion and d/?cisions but also a spur to action in government
corridors and offices all over the Continent and at the headquarters
of·international financial and development organizations.
E.

Conclusion

From the above review, it. is clear that the year 1988 is full
.of uncertainty.
Both the difficult international economic environment
and the resulting impact on most African countries point to dim prospects
for Africa'll economic recovery. Indeed, unless the Situation is properly
managed in a concerted manner, all efforts· currently deployed by: the
African governments in terms of drastic domestiC policy reforms will
be frustrated.
Africa's economic recovery calls for an integrated approach to
the issue of resource flows. Debt, primary commodities export, interest
rates, Official Development Assistance and other direct transfers need
to be dealt with simultaneously and in their complex inter-relationships
to ensure that adequate resources are available to African countries
for implementing their respective recovery programmes. Now that Africa
has shown its full determination to implement all measures required
f01; a speedy economic recovery and for laying the foundations for selfsustained long-term development, it is a moral responsibility for the
international community to. support such efforts, in conformity with
commitments made in the context of the UN-PAAERD.
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It

is

also

in

that

context

that

African

Heads

of

State

and

Government have, during the Third Extraordinary Summit of the OAU about
one month ago, adopted a common position on Africa's external debt,
and provided concrete and realistic proposals aimed at finding suitable
solutions to the problem of resource flows to Africa.
It is therefore
my earnest hope that a constructive dialogue will take place early
in 1988, between Africa and its creditors, especially the OEGD countries,
with a view to arriving at such solutions.
Thus, by the time of the
43rd Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations which will
undertake

a

mid-term

evaluation

of

the

implementation

of

UN-PAAERD,

the present incongruity between Africa and its major development partners
would have disappeared.
While
development

I

appeal
efforts,

to

the African countries not to relent

since

theirs

is

the

the economic recovery of the continent,

I

primary

in their

responsibility

for

trust that the international

community will also come to realize that a depressed and stagnant African
economy. is a threat to world peace.
Hence, there is an evident need
for Africa and the rest of the world to move closely together to
concretize the consensus reached at the 13th Special Session of the
Uni ted Nations
adopted.

General Assembly

in June

1986 when

the UN-PAAERD was

